
 

LECTURE 2  

❏ The New Products Process 

A phased process that takes the new product idea through concept development, evaluation,             

development, launch, and post-launch 

New Product Process: 

 

★ Notes: 

○ PIC: Product Innovation Chart  

○ For the initial review (Need, Form and Technology), you can sometimes start with two of               

them first instead of all three 

○ Concept test: describe your product in few sentences, and ask your potential customers             

whether they like it or not. If they do, continue to development. 
○ In development stage, build the prototype. 

○ Market test/marketing: see whether customers like the prototype and the planned           

marketing. If it’s okay then continue to post-launch.  

 

New Products Process Decisions: 

1. Go/No Go: product management team has to decide whether they want to go or stop the                

development 

2. Fuzzy Gates: the company executives like the idea and want the team to move on to the next                  

stage, but they are worried with some parts of the plan so the team has to come up with                   

answers. 

3. Hollow Gates: executives allow the team to move on; but dont want to invest on more resources                 

in that project → you can’t move forwards eventually.  

The first stages of the new products process are sometimes called the fuzzy front end because the product                  

concept is still fuzzy. By the end of the projec, most of the fuzz should be removed. 

 

PHASE 1: OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFICATION/SELECTION 

❏ Active and passive generation of new product opportunities as spinouts of the ongoing business              

operation. 
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❏ Where these ideas can come from: new product suggestions, changes in marketing plan,             

resource changes and new needs/wants in the marketplace 

❏ Research, evaluate, validate, and rank them (as opportunities, not specific product concepts) to             

narrow down, which ideas are the best. 

❏ Product Innovation Charter  

❏ The Product Innovation Charter is a strategy for new products that ensures that the              

team develops products in line with firm objectives and marketplace opportunities 

❏ Typically, it is a document prepared by senior management designed to provide            

guidance to the strategic business units (SBUs) on the role of innovation  

❏ PIC is for products, it is for innovation, and it is a charter (a document that gives the                  

conditions under which an organization will operate) 

 

 

 

★ Background: what are the reasons you come up with this product? You can develop anything               

as long as it aligns with the strategy of the company. 

○ The order from the higher up in the company (formally).  

○ Something informal you have to be aware of when you do product development, such              

as managerial dicta , should be considered.  

Some firms have PIC, some firms have no formal PIC but describe it more informally. However,                

innovation rates are substantially higher in cases where PIC has detailed and specific content. Specific               

PIC = clearer strategic directions = better performance of new products 

★ Focus: clear technology and clear market 

○ E.g: Apple has been consistent with these. Technology for iPad, iPhone iWatch all             
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have the same technology targeted at high end consumers 

★ Goals-Objectives 

★ Guidelines: you might only learn informal guidelines that you can only learn when you work in                

that company. 

○ E.g: we only develop products that require low marketing effort/cost, etc. 

 

❏ PIC examples  

❏ New products in this firm will:   

● Use our fine furniture designers (Herman Miller)  

● Gain value by being bottled in our bottling system (Coca-Cola)  

● Utilize innovative design (Braun)   

● Be for babies and only babies (Gerber)  

● Be for all sports, not just shoes (Nike)  

● Be for all people in computers (IBM)  

● Be almost impossible to create (Polaroid)  

● Use only internal R&D (Bausch & Lomb)  

● Meet the needs of Ford engineers (Budd)  

● Offer genuine value (Lexus)  

❏ PIC & New Services 

❏ UBER LOOP: when several people are looking for a ride in the same area, UBER will                

figure out a way so these people can share a taxi/car to reduce cost.  

❏ Thus PIC is important, as even new services will need to be guided in some               

directions. This UBER LOOP helps UBER develop new service while staying           

aligned with its’ strategy. 

❏ PIC and New to the World products: PIC is still needed too and is fundamental to radical                 

innovations  
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